Cancer
Paul Solomon Reading 9147. Channel Islands, June 2, 1987
Question 2: What influences or attitudes in my life have brought about the present condition and
what changes are required to bring about complete recovery?
Answer 2: Now, first in the examination of this body, we do understand the conditions which
create the concern. Now, as to cause, there are no actions or thoughts, attitudes, which caused
this condition, not in the most literal sense. It is not a condition of this lifetime in the sense that
the karmic need, the pattern was set up in the past. Now, cancer is always related to death, not
that one would succumb to cancer but rather that a death already has occurred in the life, in the
soul, in the being. There are always thoughts of fear, regrets, which overwhelm the body with
concerns which become built into the very cells of the body.
Now we have said here that it is not the attitude or the thoughts in this particular lifetime that is
responsible for these changes. We have said that primarily that you may take heart and avoid
blame, as it were, guilt. You need not feel these things, these thoughts and attitudes. You do
not need to apologize to God, or yourself or family. You need not think, "I have build this thing
because I deserve it," or that kind of thought, you see. It is not necessary that you feel guilt or
regret before you build healing and light.
Now, if not for current attitude and change in the lessons of life, then why should one have such
a condition? If it is not the personality, if it is not the attitude, thinking wrongly in this time, then
why should such a lesson appear? These are the questions which come from your heart, and
we would respond to them just this way.
The condition occurred to provide for you an opportunity to awaken and to grow spiritually and
to have power spiritually. Thus it is not a result of wrong diet or even wrong thought. Accept
that. All men, all humans come into this place to learn and to grow spiritually. When we are,
when one is distracted by other things and forgets the commitment to growth, then there are
occurrences which bring our attention back to growth, but this is for the purpose of
demonstrating the power of Christ within yourself. Not as a punishment; not even as karma,
should be thought, but a simple platform, as it were, for the Christ within you to speak.
Now, let us be of further clarity in calling your attention to this. The incident that is spoken of in
the Gospels in which the Apostles encountered a man infirm and asked,
"Was it his sin or the sin of his parents which caused this condition to exist?" And Jesus
answered, that it was neither a case of guilt or blame for the man or for his parents. It was not a
condition for which blame should be placed, but rather a condition prepared to allow Christ to
express Himself through a body.
Now, think of it in that way. Without guilt, without blame, without thinking why does this horrible
thing happen to me? Think rather, how fortunate I am that God would choose my life and my
body to express Himself in the world, in the face of those people I know and love. Do not look so
closely for causes in thought and action for the source of difficult dis-ease.
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Then if our Lord is to be glorified through this instrument, through this body then we must take
the opportunities before us to allow that Christ to express. And these are some techniques
which will be of help.
In healing the body and particularly in attuning the mind, first we would recommend that you use
a small bio-feedback instrument which will allow you to receive feedback concerning the extend
of relaxation of the body and of the mind. Then, with such equipment rest yourself and the mind
until the rate of feedback, the rate of electrical impulses from the brain, have reached a point of
about twelve and a half cycles a second, the midpoint of what has been called the alpha rate of
thinking and into perhaps even a slower cycle, but particularly the twelve and a half, the central
cycle. Now, when you are comfortable with the feedback of the machine and your relaxation to
that point, then establish an ability to meditate which will come naturally with this level of
relaxation. But in addition, in addition to the relaxation, allow yourself to be guided in an
experience of recognizing forces at work in your body.
Now, these things we suggest, may best be applied by another. We mean this. If you set up the
instrument for yourself and use your own ability to try to slow down the rate of vibration, the rate
of electrical impulses of your mind, it will be very difficult. Your rate of impulses will become
faster rather than slower in the course of your attempt to reach the most relaxed state. Then
use …(Name)… and his abilities not only for assisting you to relax to the level we speak of, but
also, having reached this level, allow him to guide your thoughts until upon his description of a
lovely place, which is also a battleground, - lovely place being the center of your being, the
central point of your body, as it were, but more the central point of the spirit, the mind. For
…(Name)… can reach the extent of the physical aura thus participating in your life process by
allowing your mind to become so relaxed and allowing him to direct the thinking with the images
of a pleasant place. But with a recognizable difference in the forces which battle here; of the
black energy of destruction and evil, and of White Light Beings. These Light Beings which
battle, which follow the images within your mind as the Light Beings fight the battle, he must
always in every session, assist you in coming to a point where the White Forces, the Light
Forces are overcoming evil within battleground that is your life.
And this is what we would like to communicate about this experience. Those things that you will
think and feel in these meditation processes are things that you might well give thanks to the
symptoms of dis-ease which brought you to the opportunity to think in this new way, to meditate
and become in charge of your body, your mind, and your life.
Now, lest it be a lonely battle for your mind and your body, and lest we encounter a lack of
confidence concerning yourself with that you could win such a battle, let us here allow you to
see the Forces of the Christ coming to meet the darkness of the battle.
Now see in front of these White Light Forces the Archangel Michael himself. Be very clear, that
the angelic energy that you will encounter in these times of meditation will quite literally allow
Archangel Michael to lead and to win a battle within you. And look as well, behind the forces of
Michael and his army of angels, sits quietly the Great Physician, Jesus Himself, there to provide
in every meditation a spiritual experience which is uplifting and which allows that Force that is
the Christ, Living Love to dictate the thoughts which occur in your mind.
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Now in some sense it may be overwhelming to you at first, to organize such forces and to build
such scenes of battle within you. Now, it is for this reason that we here have suggested that
…(Name)… participate in this process, for he is more experienced in the moment to understand
the forces which we have called "self talk." And he has an understanding of lifting the source of
that self talk from Hell to Heaven.
Now, understand that this whole process is one of spiritual opportunity to change your attitudes,
your personality, your relationships, and your effectiveness. And in saying all of this, we do not
suggest that attitudes at present are bad and must be changed to good. That is not the focus,
that is not the meaning of what we are suggesting. We are suggesting rather that there are
ways of using your thoughts and attitudes to always be uplifting to others, to be a blessing for
you to be around. We recommend these things so that you be a vessel for the Christ, and even
being that vessel you not only experience your own healing but you give courage and healing to
others as they have need of such.
Now, the greatest battle will be fought as we have suggested in the arena of meditation and
inner light. There are as well some physical applications which may be helpful. First, if
hydrochloric acid is allowed directly into a vein, an intravenous shot or flow of hydrochloric acid,
the digestive acid, will considerably elevate the presence of white cells, white corpuscles in the
blood, in the circulatory system.
Now, we are suggesting that you build these, the white corpuscles, because as you think of
these, they become the battle as it were, on the good side of the war. And this is a possible
treatment to build natural forces in your body which are being debilitated by treatment at the
moment. Use castor oil packs on the places of radiation and use them almost right round the
day. Use them at night, all night. Apply it when you are resting, and it will be of some assistance
as well to add with the castor oil, some oil of Vitamin E, which will assist the skin and the
dermatitis. Local and topical application of the castor oil for the yeast will also be found
beneficial. And these approaches of what we see at the moment of the best application for lifting
the energy to be healed.
Now, it also will be of assistance if the healer will stimulate the areas, the lymph nodes.
Massage them for the purpose of getting them to release their fluids, their energy, into the body.
As you cause these releases, you also will cause those systems to dump their build-up of
impurities in the body. This can be done with the hands of the healer …(Name)…, and it can be
further treated by acupuncture in these areas as well.
Now these things may be quite uncomfortable in the beginning, because many of these nodes
are sore. But it is a desire to release, to flush out the toxicity of the system, and the toxic fluids
are primarily at the moment in and around the lymph nodes. And by flushing out this toxicity at
this time, we may be able to avoid a spread, a metastasis of the cancer.
Now, that is what we see physically at the moment. Let's go on with a thought or two here that
may be of assistance in some other way.
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Your relationship with your children, indeed with all of your family, will be a model relationship, a
miracle relationship, if we can say it this way, for all of your family is involved to an extend
greater than you discussed with the challenge of this disease in your body. We mentioned this
so that you may display to these family and children the consciousness, the awareness, the
spiritual quality of a soul, a self confidence, a confidence in the Lord, and a lack of fear in this
battle.
Make it a spiritual experience, assistant to all you have responsibility for. Now, we are
suggesting that you give a great deal of energy into enjoying yourself and enjoying life. Do
things which are adventurous. Learn things which do uplift. Play a lot. Be willing to play as a
child. Be a model for what you would like to see encouraged in the rest of the family. And doing
these things you will begin to get a sense of what a tool is build by such a negative experience.
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